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During last semester, FACTIVE partners worked

on the completion of the FACTIVE IO5, the

Compedium of Pilot Testing Reports. This

document is one of the final outputs developed

by the consortium. It gathers the reports all

partners made according their diverse

experiences during the implementation

they caried out of the FACTIVE flipped

classroom methodology.

It compares all the experiences and

highlights the most relevant aspects of each

one of them as well as give advices on the topic.

Furthermore, the consortium has

developed an extra output, just to give

presence and tangibility to the expertise

generated during this process.

Specifically, a compilatory video that

brings together the students and teachers

testimonials has been edited and launched.

FACTIVE COMMUNITY PRACTICE
The FACTIVE community practice is an open

space where stakeholders interested on flipped

classroom methodology share knowledge, events

and interact to create synergies and amplify and

improve this modern concept of education.

The Factive Community Practice is the IO6 of the

Project and it has kept on growing since its

beginning. It consists in a group in the professional

Linkedin platform and it counts with more than

150 experts.
FACTIVE community practice
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vDVaQ-YC35o
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8325454/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8325454/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vDVaQ-YC35o


During this 2 years of intense work, all partners agreed that the internal communication was

smooth, that the partners trusted and helped each other and that the coordination has been

very accurate. The partnership believes the outputs generated are endorsed with high quality,

but beyond that, the synergies, feeling and intention to collaborate in future projects together as

European citizens is also remarkable.

FACTIVE FINAL MEETING

OBJECTIVES ACHIEVED
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Partners during the visit to Citeve’s facilities

For more information:

Check out FACTIVE website and social media:

factiveproject.eu - Instagram - Linkedin

Contact: 

factive@gmail.com

FACTIVE consortium on their Final Meeting

The main topic of the discussions were

focused on the conclusion of the last outputs,

IO3, IO5 and IO6.

During the meeting several management,

quality and dissemination aspects were

presented and discussed by all partners.

Especially regarding the respective parts that

have to be concluded in the following days and

weeks, when the project is over.

Last September 21st, the

consortium met for their Final

Meeting in Portugal. Before the

presentations and the specific

contents discussions began,

CITEVE, organised a visit on

their facilities.
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